NCR FASTLANE
SELFSERV™
CHECKOUT FAMILY

NCR’s FastLane SelfServ™ Checkout family offers solutions to fit
any retail environment. Your shoppers will enjoy the convenience,
speed, and simplicity while you find new ways to optimize your
store operations and deliver enhanced customer service.
For more information visit ncr.com or contact us at financial@ncr.com

NCR FastLane SelfServ™ Checkout
Release 5 and 6
NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout offers a more
flexible and efficient way to scan, bag, and
pay for items. Offering no bag, one, two, or
three‑bag configurations, NCR helps you meet
your operational needs while conserving valuable
front end space. Both Release 5 and 6 also feature
optional input belts which gives shoppers more
space to unload items at checkout.
Release 6 offers cash management advancements
such as bunch note recycling, with support for up
to eight coin denominations and increased note
and coin capacity. It also features updated styling
with a new color scheme and a smaller footprint.

NCR FastLane SelfServ™ Checkout
Convertible Solutions
What if you could switch from self-service mode to
a cashier-assisted lane during peak periods to help
increase throughput? With the Release 6 convertible
option, a cashier can easily convert the lane simply
by turning a handle and rotating the scanner and
point-of-sale module to be cashier facing. There’s
no confusion for shoppers as they always remain
on the same side of checkout, no matter if it’s in
self-service or cashier-assisted mode.
• All convertible solutions convert to a fully
assisted cashier lane in less than a minute
• Full size convertible lanes can include input
belts for larger basket sizes
• NCR FastLane SelfServ Release 6 with
the convertible feature rotates the entire
display and scanner platform 180 degrees.
• FastLane software quickly switches into
cashier mode

NCR FastLane SelfServ Release 5
Express Convertible

NCR SelfServ™ 90
A sleek, compact, self-checkout designed for the
shopper who has five items or less to purchase.
This self-checkout is a true ‘grab and go’ concept
and supports credit and debit transactions. The
SelfServ 90 can be mounted on a pedestal, wall,
or on a countertop offering retailers flexibility
and saving valuable floor space. An optional
security scale is available for environments
requiring weight-based security.

Better service
with self-service
By implementing self-checkout in your stores,
you are not only providing your shoppers with
more options, but also improving your store
operations at the same time. Cashiers who
had been dedicated to one assisted service
lane are now able to monitor and support
several self‑checkout lanes and provide better
customer service. Time spent in queues is
dramatically reduced with more lanes open
and available during store hours. Your shoppers
benefit from a fast, easy, and convenient
checkout experience.
Give your shoppers what they have come
to expect with the NCR FastLane SelfServ™
Checkout Family.

NCR FastLane Software
Using a multi-pathing strategy, NCR FastLane
software provides shoppers with several different
options to navigate through a transaction.
The user-interface also provides instructional
animations for shoppers new to self-checkout to
see and hear how to use the technology. In the
latest software release, shoppers can now navigate
through the transaction using gestures similar to
their smartphone.
The NCR Remote Attendant Program (RAP) gives
attendants a way to monitor transactions with
ease. NCR offers both fixed and mobile RAP
solutions , giving attendants increased flexibility
when assisting shoppers during their checkout.

Why NCR?
NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday
interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, and portfolio of
services, NCR enables more than 550 million transactions daily across retail, financial, travel, hospitality,
telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make your
life easier.
NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 countries.
NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries. The company encourages
investors to visit its web site which is updated regularly with financial and other important information
about NCR.
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